Purpose: To develop and demonstrate a real-time MRI method for assessing upper airway collapsibility in sleep apnea. Materials and Methods: Data were acquired on a clinical 3 Tesla scanner using a radial CAIPIRIHNA sequence with modified golden angle view ordering and reconstructed using parallel imaging and compressed sensing with temporal finite difference sparsity constraint. Segmented airway areas together with synchronized facemask pressure were used to calculate airway compliance and projected closing pressure, P close , at four axial locations along the upper airway. This technique was demonstrated in five adolescent obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) patients, three adult OSA patients and four healthy volunteers. Heart rate, oxygen saturation, facemask pressure, and abdominal/chest movements were monitored in real-time during the experiments to determine sleep/wakefulness. Results: Student's t-tests showed that both compliance and P close were significantly different between healthy controls and OSA patients (P < 0.001). The results also suggested that a narrower airway site does not always correspond to higher collapsibility. Conclusion: With the proposed methods, both compliance and P close can be calculated and used to quantify airway collapsibility in OSA with an awake scan of 30 min total scan room time.
S leep apnea is a common disorder characterized by repetitive pauses in breathing or shallow breaths during sleep. Obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) is the most common type in which the apnea is caused by a physical collapse of pharyngeal airway. 1 Despite respiratory effort, the airway obstruction results in reduced or ceased gas exchange, followed by blood oxygen desaturation, resulting in frequent arousals during sleep. When untreated, OSA significantly decreases quality of life and workplace productivity, and increases the risk of traffic and workplace accidents and diseases such as heart attack, 2 stroke, 3 obesity, 4 and diabetes. 5 The total economic cost of OSA is estimated to be $150 billion per year in the United States, a figure much higher than the direct cost of diagnosing and treating sleep apneas ($2-10 billion per year). 6 Airway collapse in OSA is typically attributed to excessive soft tissues (adenoids, tonsils, soft palate, tongue, and epiglottis) and/or increased airway collapsibility. 7, 8 Obesity contributes to both of these factors and has been identified as a potent risk factor highly linked to OSA. 9 The preva-lence of OSA has been reported to be 4-9% in adults and 2% in children, 10 and is likely to rise due in part to the worldwide obesity epidemic. 11 The standard technique for assessing sleep apnea is polysomnography (PSG), 12, 13 an overnight sleep study which records a comprehensive set of physiological signals. They include brain electrical activity (EEG), eye movement, blood oxygen saturation, heart rate, and respiratory effort, from which sleep disorders such as apneas can be identified. Apnea-Hypopnea Index (AHI), defined as the number of apnea events per hour, is used to grade the severity of sleep apnea. 14, 15 Patients are typically diagnosed as having mild sleep apnea when they present an AHI of 5-14, moderate sleep apnea when they present an AHI of 15-30, and severe sleep apnea if AHI exceeds 30. 15 However, it has been shown that AHI alone does not adequately quantify the extent of the breathing disturbance. 16, 17 AHI is based on indirect measurements and does not provide any anatomical information about the airway obstruction, nor does it provide any quantitative properties that measure tissue collapsibility. Both of these are useful to the appreciation of the pathophysiology and to tailor treatment to individual patients. [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] Therefore, direct access of such information with an imaging tool is highly desired and attempts have been made using several modalities including fluoroscopy, 22, 23 fiberoptic nasoendoscopy, [24] [25] [26] CT, [27] [28] [29] acoustic reflection, 30, 31 and most recently optical coherence tomography (OCT) 32 and MRI.
Three-dimensional (3D) static MRI can generate excellent tissue contrast and identify potential anatomical risk factors and airway narrowing. 33, 34 Enlarged airway tissues such as the adenoids and tonsils can be easily identified with T2 contrast and positive correlations have been found between OSA and these enlarged tissues. Tongue and neck fat are also risk factors that can be quantified using static MRI. CINE techniques have also been implemented to measure the changes of upper airway during tidal breathing. 21, [35] [36] [37] [38] Due to the acquisition speed constraints, data from multiple respiratory cycles are used to form one cycle of dynamic images based on respiratory gating in these methods.
The idea of using airway closing pressure to measure airway collapsibility in OSA originates in Issa and Sullivan. 39 Starting from the point at which the upper airway had been stabilized through application of continuous positive airway pressure (CPAP). By applying inspiratory occlusions at the mask, they found that peak inspiratory pressure (at the mask) and esophageal pressure (representing respiratory effort) became progressively more negative. At the point of upper airway closure, the negative excursions of mask pressure plateaued. Airway compliance has also been proposed as a metric for airway collapsibility, [40] [41] [42] and is defined as the change in airway cross-sectional area per unit of pressure. 24 Compliance testing involves the generation of negative pressure by means of brief inspiratory load (one to three breaths) during realtime imaging of a 2D axial slice. Under these conditions, airway motion can be rapid, requiring roughly 100 ms temporal and 1 mm spatial resolution. 43 The spatiotemporal resolution (1.95 mm, 667 ms) and single slice coverage 44 of conventional real-time MRI are inadequate. Alternative imaging schemes have been proposed, including 2D spiral (2.6 mm, 181 ms) 21 and EPI (1.56 mm, 160 ms), 45 interleaved multislice (1.6 mm/2000 ms/3-slice), 46 and 3D real-time imaging using compressed sensing (2 mm, 388 ms), 47 however, none of these approaches have provided adequate spatiotemporal resolution and coverage for airway compliance testing. Simultaneous-multi-slice (SMS) or 3D imaging that covers more of the relevant pharyngeal airway (i.e., from soft palate to epiglottis) would be a major advance as it would allow more comprehensive evaluation of possible collapsing sites along the pharyngeal airway.
The purpose of this work is to develop and demonstrate a real-time imaging method with adequate spatiotem-poral resolution and coverage for assessing upper airway collapsibility in sleep apnea.
Materials and Methods

Experiment Setup
Experiments were performed on a 3 Tesla(T) GE Signa HDxt scanner (GE Healthcare, Waukesha, WI) with gradients capable of 40 mT/m amplitude and 150 mT/m/ms slew rate. A body transmission coil and a six-channel carotid receiver coil (NeoCoil, Pewaukee, WI) were used.
During the scan, a facemask (Hans Rudolph Inc., Kansas City, MO) that covers both nose and mouth was used for measurement of airway pressure and for creating an inspiratory load for compliance testing. Small-bore tubing from the mask port was connected to an MP-45 pressure transducer (Validyne Engineering Inc., Northridge, CA) for measurement of mask pressure. The inspiratory port of the mask was connected through an extension hose to an inflatable balloon valve (Model 9325, Hans Rudolph Inc., Shawnee, KS) that was used to control the flow of air entering the mask. The scan operator was able to initiate an inspiratory occlusion by pneumatically activating the balloon valve through an automated valve controller (Model 9330, Hans Rudolph Inc., Shawnee, KS), located in the MRI console room. The occlusion 45 served as external inspiratory load that could lead to substantial narrowing of the upper airway during inspiration. In addition, several other physiological signals were monitored and recorded during the MRI scan, as shown in Figure 1 . An optical fingertip plethysmograph (Biopac Inc., Goleta, CA) was used to measure heart rate and oxygen saturation. A respiratory transducer (Biopac Inc., Goleta, CA) and the scanner's built-in respiratory bellows were used to measure respiratory effort at the lower chest and abdomen. The combined information of respiratory efforts (facemask pressure, chest/abdomen movements), heart rate, and oxygen saturation were monitored in real-time by a pediatric pulmonologist (2 years of experience) to determine sleep/wakefulness. Sleep was inferred from a lack of any movement artifact or other behavioral features associated with wakefulness such as swallowing and by the presence of minimal variation in heart rate and respiratory pattern consistent with sleep. Sleep was also confirmed by querying the subject after the MRI scan.
Five adolescent OSA patients (3M2F; age 13-17 years; 68-115 kg), three adult OSA volunteers (3M; age 30-40 years; 75-90 kg), and four healthy adult volunteers (2M2F; age 23-30 years; 47-83 kg) were studied. The experiment protocol was approved by the Institutional Review Boards of University of Southern California and Children's hospital Los Angeles, and informed consent was obtained from all subjects. Each recruited adolescent first underwent an overnight PSG which determined the severity of OSA in each subject. All adult OSA volunteers were previously diagnosed to have OSA (AHI > 5) based on their PSG test results and were using CPAP treatment at the time of studies. All healthy volunteers reported that they had no sleep disorders and no excessive daytime sleepiness. The total time inside the scanner was 1 h for each adolescent OSA patient. All the adult OSA patients and volunteers were inside the scanner for 30 min and stayed awake. For the adolescent OSA patients, a total of three occlusions were induced in the first 10 min of the study when the subject was awake, with approximately 3 min interval. Another three occlusions were induced whenever the physiological signals indicated that the subject fell asleep, with at least 3-min interval. After that, another three occlusions were induced with 3-min interval when the subject was awake, or if the subject did not fall asleep after 50 min. For the adult OSA patients and healthy volunteers, two groups of three occlusions were induced at the start of the first and last 10 min of the study, with 3-min interval within each group. All occlusions lasted two consecutive breaths before releasing. A repeated study following the same procedure was performed on one adult healthy volunteer and one adolescent OSA, with an interval of 62 and 29 days between the original and repeated study, respectively.
Data Acquisition
Four axial slices were simultaneously excited based on the CAI-PIRINHA technique. 48 To image N slices, N unique multi-band RF pulses are applied alternatively, as shown in Figure 2 . The k th pulse is designed such that the phase difference between signal from adjacent slices is 2pk=N, k 2 ½0; N21. This creates a unique linear phase along the slice select direction. If Cartesian readouts were used this would result in a shift of individual slice images along the phase encoding direction. When combined with radial sampling, it leads to destructive interference for all slices with nonconstant initial RF phases, which significantly reduces the total amount of inter-slice interference. 49 Each slice can be recovered by multiplying the acquired data with the conjugate of the excited phase for the specific slice.
To maximize signal destruction from other slices, it is desirable to have a uniform distributions of spokes excited by each radiofrequency (RF) pattern. Golden Angle (GA) view ordering 50 is known to produce almost uniform distribution for all spokes in an arbitrary temporal window. Here we adopted a modified GA radial trajectory view ordering, where the azimuthal angle increment is 111.25 8/N for N-slice imaging. Now the spokes excited by each RF pattern proceed by GA. While still allowing retrospective temporal window size selection, this produces a more uniform distribution for spokes excited by each RF pattern compared with conventional GA. 
Reconstruction
Depending on the respiratory rate of each subject during the occlusion, 24-32 spokes were used to reconstruct one temporal frame, which led to 96-128 ms temporal resolution. The specific temporal resolution was retrospectively chosen such that at least 20 frames were acquired per occluded breath. Non-Cartesian SENSE 51 and compressed sensing with temporal finite difference FIGURE 2: CAIPIRINHA excitation. Illustration of four-slice SMS excitation for CAIPIRINHA. In general, for N slices, N unique multi-band RF pulses are applied alternatively. The k th pulse generates a transverse phase difference between adjacent slices of 2pk=N, k‰½0; N21. When combined with radial sampling, this leads to signal destructive interference for all slices with noncompensated RF phase (by means of conjugate phase reconstruction). as the sparsity constraint 52 was used to reconstruct each slice separately by iteratively minimizing the cost function:
where i and j are the slice and coil index, respectively, P i is the conjugate of the RF phase cycling pattern for slice i, E is the inverse gridding operator, S ij is the coil sensitivity map for coil j and slice i, k j is the acquired k-space data from coil j, / is the finite temporal difference, and m i is the individual slice image to be solved. m i was initialized as m ð0Þ i 5 X j S ij E H P i k j , where E H is the gridding operator. The regularization factor k i was empirically set to be 1/4 of the maximum intensity of slice i after initialization (m ð0Þ i ).
The first term in the above equation is a data consistency term for slice i. The second term enforces sparsity by minimizing the l 1 -norm of the temporal finite difference of m i. A nonlinear conjugate gradient approach was adopted to minimize the cost function during the optimization process, as described in the Appendix in Lustig et al. 53 In this study, the reconstruction time for scan segments of 10-20 s (100-200 frames) was 10-30 min per slice on a Linux workstation with 2.93 GHz CPU and 96 GB memory.
Postprocessing
The airway was segmented in each frame using a semi-automated region-growing algorithm. 44 Two seeds were manually put inside the airway in the first frame for dynamic series. The algorithm then automatically generated the segmented airways for all the temporal frames. For each subject, the airway area was normalized by the maximum cross-sectional area among all slices during tidal breathing to facilitate inter-subject comparison. Each of the two breath within one occlusion was further divided into the inhale portion and exhale potion and a linear regression (airway area versus pressure) was performed for each portion, from which the compliance (line slope) and the linearly projected closing pressure P close (horizontal zero-crossing) were calculated. The unit for compliance in this work is cm H 2 O 21 (normalized area / pressure), and the unit for P close is cm H 2 O.
Data Analysis
All slices were grouped into the retropalatal and retroglossal regions. For the adolescent OSA patients, three of the five adolescent OSA patients fell asleep within 1 h. Compliance and P close of the corresponding inhale/exhale portion and breath within one occlusion were averaged over the three occlusions during sleep (if available), and averaged over the two groups of three occlusions during wakefulness in each region of all the subjects. To quantify the muscle tone's effect on airway collapsibility, paired Student's ttests were performed between the inhale portion of the first breath and all the inhale/exhale portions of the two breaths within each occlusion, during sleep and wakefulness, respectively.
Airway collapsibility was also compared across different subject categories. To remove the impact of muscle tone change among different subjects as much as possible, only data from the inhale portion of the first breath within each of the six occlusions during wakefulness were used for inter-subject averaging and intercategory comparison. The compliance and P close from the adolescent OSA and adult OSA groups were compared against the adult control, using Student's t-test and P-values were calculated.
To quantify the uniformity of airway collapse, the airway diameters in the left-right and anterior-posterior direction were measured in the temporal frames with the largest and smallest segmented airway areas in the retropalatal and retroglossal regions, respectively, for each subject. The ratio of the diameter difference in the two directions were averaged over all subjects within different categories. Paired Student's t-tests were performed between the adolescent/adult OSA groups and the adult control, as well as between the retropalatal and retroglossal regions within each subject group.
The compliance and P close values were compared between the original and repeated study of the adult healthy volunteer and the adolescent OSA patient, respectively, also using Student's t-test.
Results
Figures (4 and 5) contain representative results from one adolescent OSA patient during sleep using four-slice acquisition. In Figure 4 , the location of acquired slices are shown in the sagittal view. The top row on the right shows one frame at these locations when the airway was open during tidal breathing. The second row shows another frame when the airway was partially collapsed during one occluded breath. The bottom two rows show the segmented airways in enlarged views. Figure 5a shows the cross-sectional area of each slice together synchronized with the mask pressure during the occluded breath. The shaded area represents the inhale potion of the first occluded breath. Figure 5b shows the linear regression results for each of the four slices using data from the shaded area. The R 2 values were 0.94, 0.95, 0.94, 0.91, for slice 1-4, respectively. Note that although slice 1 (red) was not the narrowest during steady state (pressure 5 0 cm H 2 O), it was the most collapsible site based on Figure 2 . The modified method provides a more uniform distribution of spokes excited by each RF pattern. After gridding, this leads to better cancellation of signals from slices other than the one to be preserved at the more densely sampled kspace center. Figure 4 . Note that slice 4 is the narrowest at baseline, whereas slice 1 is the most compliant and has the highest P close , suggesting that it is the more likely point of collapse. compliance and P close . In contrast, slice 4 had the narrowest airway area during steady state, but was the least collapsible site. Table 1 and Table 2 list the compliance and P close values among the inhale/exhale portions of the two breaths within one occlusion, during sleep and wakefulness, respectively. Only adolescent OSA patients data were used, as mentioned in the Data Analysis section. In each column, the P-values were calculated against the inhale portion of breath 1. Note that most of the P-values in Table 2 were at least two magnitudes lower than the corresponding ones in Table 1 . This indicates that the change of both compliance and P close between the inhale portion of breath 1 and subsequent portions were more significant during wakefulness (P < 0.01) than during sleep (P > 0.1). Table 3 compares the compliance and P close values among the three subject groups during wakefulness. There was a significant difference of compliance and P close between the OSA (adolescent and adult) patients and healthy adult controls (P < 0.001). Within each group, the region-wise Student's t-test suggests that adolescent OSA patients had a noticeably higher compliance and P close in the retropalatal region compared with the retroglossal region (P < 0.001). This regional variation was insignificant in both adult OSA and control groups (P > 0.1). Table 4 shows the ratio of the maximal airway change in the right-left (RL) direction and anterior-posterior (A-P) direction. A ratio higher than 1 indicates the airway collapses more easily in the RL direction than AP direction. The mean values of the ratio were close to 1 in all cases, except in the retropalatal region of the adolescent OSA group (1.42), suggesting the airways tend to be more collapsible in the RL direction in such case. When compared with the adult control group using Student's t-test (the first two columns), it also shows that only the retropalatal region of the adolescent OSA group was significantly different from the Data from the first two consecutive breaths within one occlusion were used. Each breath was further divided into the inhale portion and exhale potion. Each listed mean 6 SD of compliance and P close was calculated using data from the corresponding portion and breath only, from a total of 3 (subjects) 3 2 (slices) 3 3 (occlusions) 5 18 occlusions. All data were acquired from the adolescent OSA patients during sleep (two subjects who did not fall asleep were excluded). In each column, the p-values were calculated against the inhale portion of breath 1. The unit for compliance is cm H 2 O 21 (normalized area / pressure), and the unit for P close is cm H 2 O. Each listed mean 6 SD of compliance and P close was calculated exactly the same as in Table 1 , except from a total of 5 (subjects) x 2 (slices) x 6 (occlusions) 5 60 occlusions. Two groups of three occlusions were induced at the first and last 10 min of the 1-h study, respectively, while the adolescent OSA patients were awake. For each column, the P-values were calculated against the inhale portion of breath 1. same region in adult controls (P < 0.001). The region-wise comparison within each group (last column) indicates that the adult OSA and adolescent OSA groups exhibited a significant difference of the directional collapsibility in the retropalatal and retroglossal region (P < 0.001), while the adult control group did not (P > 0.01). Table 5 lists the test-retest comparisons of the compliance and P close values for the two subjects who had repeated studies. The P-values were higher than 0.1 in almost all cases, except the P close of the retroglossal region (adolescent OSA), which was very close to 0.1 (P 5 0.098). It indicates that the measurement variations were insignificant between the original and repeated study for both subjects.
Discussion
We show that SMS real-time MRI can provide valuable information to help diagnosing sleep apnea in addition to PSG. In our experience, OSA patients typically have small airways and insufficient spatial resolution ( > 1 mm) may introduce obvious partial volume artifacts. It also requires a few temporal frames with more negative pressures ( < -3 cm H 2 O) to make the linear regression robust. But these frames are difficult to capture with insufficient temporal resolution ( < 100 ms). More spatial coverage than a single slice is also useful because airway collapsibility varies at different axial locations. Therefore, it is essential to achieve the spatial coverage from soft palate to epiglottis and the 1 mm/ 100 ms spatiotemporal resolution target 43 at the same time. When compared with previous works, [44] [45] [46] [47] the proposed method is able to provide the desired spatiotemporal resolution and spatial coverage at the same time for the evaluation of upper airway collapsibility. Here, we report several interesting findings.
The proposed reconstruction is able to recover the relevant airway boundary information. Minor residual streaking artifacts persists but does not affect airway segmentation. This may be mitigated by sacrificing temporal resolution. However, we purposely chose a high temporal resolution (100 ms) because it is critical to fully resolve the airway dynamics. Both the compliance and P close values vary among different slices, which confirms the value of simultaneous multi-slice imaging.
One important finding is that a narrower airway site during tidal breathing does not necessarily have higher compliance or P close , and, therefore, is not always the most collapsible. Vice versa, the most collapsible airway site is not necessarily the narrowest during tidal breathing. We observed this phenomenon in approximately half of the subjects studied (2/5 adolescent OSA, 1/3 adult OSA, 2/4 adult healthy control). To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time that this finding has been discovered experimentally. Currently, for OSA patients who cannot tolerate CPAP treatment and seek sleep surgeries, the success rate is only approximately 60% in the short term (3-6 months) and can degrade to < 50% in the long-term. 54 Some patients even have worse apnea after the surgeries. In these surgeries, excessive airway tissues are typically removed at the narrowest site without considering their collapsibility. Although drug-induced sleep endoscopy 26 has been used clinically to identify airway obstruction site, it requires anesthesia, which may not reflect the true tissue collapsibility. We hypothesize that our finding could be the reason why sleep surgeries have low success rate. The ability of the proposed method to identify the most collapsible site may help sleep surgeons identify the optimal location for intervention and potentially improve surgery success rate. This study observed that compliance and P close during sleep have smaller variance among the inhale/exhale portions of different breaths within one occlusion, when compared with wakefulness. This is likely due to the involuntary airway muscle tone change that prevents the airway from collapsing. 55 As a self-defense mechanism, the airway muscles will respond to the passive stretch induced by occlusion and become stiffer, in an effort to prevent the airway from collapsing. This response is much more obvious during wakefulness. Although ideally the airway collapsibility should be measured during sleep, it may not be feasible for several practical reasons. First, our experiment has several constraints such as a supine position, wearing a facemask, and MRI acoustic noise. Second, MRI scan time is expensive and falling asleep without sedation takes time and can be unpredictable. In this study, approximately half (3 of 5) adolescent OSA patients fell asleep within 1 h. Therefore, it may be more practical to perform the compliance test during wakefulness, which typically requires approximately 30 min total scan room time. Combining all the data of the two breaths within one occlusion will likely to make the compliance and P close values corrupted by the muscle tone change. To minimize such bias, which can be very subject dependent, we propose to use only the inhale portion of the first occluded breath for inter-subject comparison. Under such conditions, it can still reflect the relative differences between the retropalatal and retroglossal regions. Although one should note that both compliance and P close values are smaller than during sleep.
The difference of compliance and P close values between the OSA (adolescent and adult) patients and healthy adult controls was significant. This suggests that both collapsibility measures can potentially serve as biomarkers for diagnosing One adolescent OSA patient and one adult healthy volunteer had repeated studies on two different days (29-day interval for the patient and 62-day interval for the volunteer). The compliance and P close were measured during wakefulness. P-values were calculated between the two studies for both subjects. The ratio is a reflection of the uniformity of airway collapse. A ratio higher than 1 indicates the airway collapses more easily in the RL direction than AP direction. Each listed mean 6 SD of the ratio was calculated from all available data during wakefulness, using the inhale portion of the first occluded breath only. There were four/three/five subjects in adult control, adolescent OSA, adult OSA group, and two slices per retropalatal and retroglossal region, respectively. Each subject had a total of six occlusions during wakefulness. The P-values in the first two columns were computed against the adult control group. The last column shows the P-values when comparing the retropalatal region with the retroglossal region within each group.
OSA. Another interesting finding is only in the adolescent OSA group, we can see a noticeably higher compliance and P close in the retropalatal region compared with the retroglossal region. This is in consistent with Schwab et al, 56 in which the retropalatal region is also recommended for initial treatment consideration for adolescent based on a large population study. This regional variation is not observed in both adult OSA and control groups.
The airways tend to be more collapsible in the RL direction than AP direction in the retropalatal region of the adolescent OSA patients only. This is likely due to the enlarged tonsils commonly found in OSA patients. A less obvious difference can be observed in the adult OSA group. We do not know the precise reason based on the limited data. But we hypothesize this could be due to the adapted muscle tone change over time to prevent the airway from collapsing in the adult OSA group. This change may be more drastic in the tissues that were previously easier to collapse, so that the collapse becomes more uniform overall.
The measurement variations between the two repeated studies of both the adult volunteer and the adolescent OSA patient were relatively small and within reasonable range, given the possible change of airway collapsibility over the 62/ 29 days and/or the conditions on the study days. Although it requires more subjects to fully demonstrate the test-retest reproducibility, we believe the study results are repeatable based on the test-retest results from these two subjects.
This study has several limitations. First, we had a small sample size (N 5 12). The findings and implications discussed above require experimental confirmation in a larger cohort. Second, our goal here is to identify new image-based biomarkers enabled by modern real-time MRI methods. We did not experimentally optimize the real-time MRI parameters, specifically the trade-offs between slice coverage (slice numbers, thickness, and gap), spatiotemporal resolution, and regularization. This optimal choice of these parameters requires additional investigation. Third, reconstruction was not performed in real-time. With optimization of the reconstruction implementation, including the use of parallel computing, reconstruction time can be significantly improved, and remains as future work. Finally, the airway segmentation software we used has not been validated against Radiologists' manual segmentation. We had to manually adjust the segmentation in a small number of cases due to through plane movement of the soft palate. More sophisticated segmentation methods will likely improve the accuracy and reduce the need for manual intervention.
In conclusion, we have demonstrated a novel imaging method for airway compliance measurement that uses an inspiratory load and SMS RT-MRI. It combines several acceleration techniques including SMS, parallel imaging, modified GA radial trajectory, and compressed sensing, to achieve 33.3 times acceleration compared with fully sampled Cartesian scanning. We have also experimentally discovered that a narrower airway site does not always correspond to higher collapsibility. This finding may be of interest to sleep surgeons. Our preliminary results suggest that both compliance and P close , as measured by SMS real-time MRI, may serve as biomarkers to diagnose OSA, and can be calculated with a 20-s awake scan. Even with experiment setup time and a few repeated measurements for sanity check, it should take less than 30 min total scan room time.
